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Nonclassical correlations between the quadrature-phase amplitudes of two spatially separated optical beams
are exploited to realize a two-channel quantum communication experiment with a high degree of immunity to
interception. For this scheme, either channel alone can have an arbitrarily small signal-to-noise ratio ~SNR! for
transmission of a coherent ‘‘message.’’ However, when the transmitted beams are combined properly upon
authorized detection, the encoded message can in principle be recovered with the original SNR of the source.
An experimental demonstration has achieved a 3.2 dB improvement in SNR over that possible with correlated
classical sources. Extensions of the protocol to improve its security against eavesdropping are discussed.
PACS number~s!: 03.67.Dd, 42.50.2pI. INTRODUCTION
Principal motivations for the investigation of manifestly
quantum or nonclassical states of the electromagnetic field
have been their possible exploitation for optical communica-
tion @1–3# and for enhanced measurement sensitivity @4#. For
example, relative to a coherent state, the reduced quantum
fluctuations associated with squeezed and number states of-
fer potential for improving channel capacity in the transmis-
sion of information @3#. Squeezed states of light have been
widely employed to achieve measurement sensitivity beyond
the standard quantum limits in applications such as precision
interferometry @5# the detection of directly encoded ampli-
tude modulation @6#, atomic spectroscopy @7#, and quantum
noise reduction in optical amplification @8#. Likewise, non-
classical correlations for the amplitudes of spatially sepa-
rated beams have been exploited in diverse situations, in-
cluding demonstrations of the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen
~EPR! paradox for continuous variables @9#, of quantum non-
demolition detection @10,11#, and of a quantum-optical tap
@12#.
Within the broader setting of quantum information sci-
ence, there has been growing interest and important progress
concerning the prospects for quantum information process-
ing with continuous quantum variables, including universal
quantum computation @13#, quantum error correction @14–
16#, and entanglement purification @17,18#. Theories for
quantum teleportation of continuous quantum variables in an
infinite dimensional Hilbert space have been developed @19–
22#, including for broad bandwidth teleportation @23#, and
for teleportation of atomic wave packets @24#. This formal-
ism has also been applied to super-dense quantum coding
@25#. On an experimental front, these developments in QIS
led to the first bona fide demonstration of quantum telepor-
tation, which was carried out by exploiting nonclassical
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ables @26,27#.
Against this backdrop the focus of attention in this paper
is optical communication in two channels with quantum cor-
related light fields and the associated quadrature amplitudes
@28#. The goal is to explore the extension of quantum cryp-
tography from the usual setting of discrete variables as pio-
neered by Bennett and colleagues @29# ~e.g., photon polariza-
tion as in the experiments of Refs. @30–33#! into the realm of
continuous quantum variables ~e.g., the complex amplitude
of the electromagnetic field!. Apart from our paper, several
related schemes for quantum cryptography based upon con-
tinuous variables have recently been analyzed, including a
single-beam scheme with squeezed light @34# as well dual-
beam schemes with shared entanglement @35,36#. However,
we stress at the outset that neither for our scheme nor for any
of these other protocols, can any claim about absolute secu-
rity be made. Rather, we suggest that these protocols ~and
suitable extensions thereof! are worthy candidates for more
detailed analyses. Such an undertaking would involve vari-
ous important matters of principle as well as practice for
continuous quantum variables, and might hopefully lead to
security proofs such as have recently emerged in the case of
discrete variables @37–39#.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, the basic idea in our scheme is to
construct a ‘‘transmitter,’’ which combines a coherent signal
of amplitude e/t ~the ‘‘message’’! with the large fluctuating
fields generated in nondegenerate optical parametric amplifi-
cation ~the ‘‘noise’’! @28#. The message and the noise are
superimposed at mirror M with transmission coefficient t
!1. Note that although each of the two transmitted beams
along channels (A ,B) has large phase insensitive fluctuations
that are individually indistinguishable from a thermal source
@40#, the quadrature-phase amplitudes of the two beams can
be quantum copies of one another @9,41#, and in fact form an
entangled EPR state @42,43#. Hence proper subtraction of the
photocurrents at the ‘‘receiver’’ can result in the faithful re-
construction of the encoded message even though the signal-
to-noise ratios R j ( j5A ,B) during transmission are indi-
vidually much less than one. Indeed, in a lossless system
with large parametric gain, the signal-to-noise ratio of the
reconstructed message Rt can approach the signal-to-noise
ratio R0 of the original message (e2/t2), which was written©2000 The American Physical Society11-1
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Fig. 1. Note that the individual channels (A ,B) have a high
degree of immunity to unauthorized interception since the
signal-to-noise ratios RA ,B in these channels are each very
small. Furthermore, any attempt to extract information from
the (A ,B) channels will reveal itself either by a decrease in
Rt ~classical extraction! or by an increase in the fluctuations
of the orthogonal quadrature amplitude ~quantum extraction!.
In addition to achieving a faithful reconstruction of the
message transmitted through M to the receiver, note that the
scheme of Fig. 1 also preserves to a high degree the signal-
to-noise ratio for the original message beam that reflects
from M. More specifically, for high gain and for losses domi-
nated by the transmission coefficient of M, the signal-to-
noise ratio Rr for the reflected beam can approach R0 for the
original message. In this limit, we then have that the infor-
mation transfer coefficient T[(Rr1Rt)/R0→2, where 0
<T<1 for classical devices and 1,T<2 for manifestly
quantum or nonclassical situations @12#. Hence the scheme
depicted in Fig. 1 acts as a quantum optical tap in the fashion
originally discussed by Shapiro @44#. It provides a received
~or ‘‘tapped’’! message with a signal-to-noise ratio equal to
that of the input (Rt /R0)→1, while simultaneously transmit-
ting an output field with signal-to-noise ratio equal to that of
the input (Rr /R0)→1.
Of course similar schemes for two-channel communica-
tion can be implemented with correlated classical noise
sources ~i.e., thermal light!, each with large fluctuations that
‘‘hide’’ the message e during transmission. However, with
classical sources of whatever type, only excess fluctuations
can be subtracted; the quantum fluctuations at the vacuum-
FIG. 1. Principal components of the experiment showing the
‘‘transmitter,’’ where a message e is combined with noise fields
from a nondegenerate optical parametric amplifier ~NOPA! at mir-
ror M. The orthogonally polarized signal and idler beams are sepa-
rated by polarizer P, and then propagate along independent chan-
nels (A ,B) to two separate balanced homodyne detectors that form
the ‘‘receiver.’’ In the figure, arrows represent coherent amplitudes
of various fields, while the shaded circles are meant to indicate their
fluctuations.04231state level will remain unchanged and will enforce a noise
floor for information transmission and extraction. For the
case illustrated in Fig. 1, this noise floor for the message at
the receiver is given by the sum of independent vacuum
fluctuations from fields in channels (A ,B) and sets a funda-
mental noise level of ‘‘2’’ ~with ‘‘1’’ as the individual
vacuum-state limits for the two channels!. Here we adopt the
usual convention for the demarcation between classical and
nonclassical correlations in terms of the behavior the
Glauber-Sudarshan phase-space function @41#. Hence for the
case illustrated in Fig. 1 but with classical input fields, the
signal-to-noise ratio Rt8 for the detected message at the re-
ceiver is given by Rt8.ueu2!Rt . In fact, for classical inputs,
we have that T8[Rt81Rr8<1, and the system no longer
functions as a quantum optical tap. Furthermore, the indi-
vidual channels (A ,B) are not protected from unauthorized
eavesdropping, since information can be extracted from
these channels with impunity for classical noise much
greater than the vacuum-state limit.
Apart from these considerations related to secure commu-
nication and quantum optical tapping, the configuration of
Fig. 1 can also be viewed as a means to realize super-dense
quantum coding @45# for continuous quantum variables @25#.
Here, the message e/t is again encoded at the mirror M, but
now in a single channel corresponding to one component of
the entangled EPR state ~e.g., channel A). This combination
of the message and the fluctuations from one component of
the nondegenerate optical parametric amplifier ~NOPA! are
transmitted to the receiving station where they are combined
with the second component of the entangled output of the
NOPA that has been independently transmitted ~e.g., along
channel B). The signal is then decoded by combining the
outputs of the two channels in a fashion similar to that shown
in Fig. 1 as discussed in more detail in Ref. @25#. The prin-
cipal distinctions between this dense coding scheme and the
aforementioned dual channel arrangement are ~1! the mes-
sage is encoded in a single component of the entangled EPR
beam instead of symmetrically in both and ~2! the received
beams from paths (A ,B) must be physically recombined,
with the phases of the local oscillators (A ,B) at the receiving
station offset by p/2. Recall that for dense coding in its
canonical form @45#, no signal modulation is applied to the
second ~i.e., channel B) component of the entangled state, so
that it carries no information by itself.
In subsequent sections of this paper, we describe in more
detail the implementation of this general discussion about
quantum communication with correlated nonclassical fields.
In our experiment, we have been able to demonstrate an
improvement in signal-to-noise ratio by a factor of 2.1 over
that possible with any classical source ~that is,
10 log@Rt /Rt8#53.2 dB) and have succeeded in suppressing
the noise of the difference photocurrent i2[iA2iB below
that associated with the vacuum fluctuations of even a single
beam, thus making possible transmission with ueu2 ,1.
Quantum dense coding would thereby be enabled with the
aforementioned changes in the overall experimental protocol.
We conclude with a discussion of possible extensions for
enhanced security against unauthorized eavesdropping.1-2
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PARAMETRIC AMPLIFICATION
As illustrated in Fig. 1, correlated nonclassical states for
our work are generated by a NOPA that produces orthogo-
nally polarized but frequency degenerate signal and idler
beams for channels (A ,B). We emphasize that these beams
represent a realization of the entangled state originally dis-
cussed by Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen @42,43#. For the
original EPR state, there exist perfect correlations both in
position and momentum for two massive particles. In the
optical case, the quadrature amplitudes of the electromag-
netic field play the roles of position and momentum with a
finite degree of correlation for finite NOPA gain, as has been
experimentally demonstrated @9# and exploited to realize
quantum teleportation @26#.
A coherent-state ‘‘message’’ of total amplitude e/t is en-
coded in equal measure onto these entangled EPR beams by
orienting its polarization at 45° with respect to the signal and
idler polarizations at the mirror M of Fig. 1. To obtain a
quantitative statement of the performance of this system, we
must include the finite gain of the amplifier as well as vari-
ous passive losses, which together limit the degree of corre-
lation that can be exploited for communication. Following
the analysis of Ref. @9#, we find that the SNR R j(V) for the
individual signal and idler photocurrents for propagation and
detection in the presence of overall channel efficiency j is
given by R j(V)5je2/2Gq(V), where Gq(V) is the detected
quantum-noise gain of the amplifier, which can be deter-
mined experimentally from measurements of the spectral
densities CA ,B(V) for the fluctuations of photocurrents for
signal and idler beams alone at either detector. Relative to
the frequency of the optical carrier determined by the down-
conversion process in the NOPA, the frequency V specifies
the Fourier components of the quadrature-phase amplitudes
of signal and idler fields as well as of the coherent field e
@41#. Note that j (0<j<1) incorporates the cavity escape
efficiency for our NOPA, the propagation efficiency from the
NOPA to the detectors, and the homodyne and quantum ef-
ficiencies of the balanced detectors themselves @9#.
Although the individual fluctuations for channels (A ,B)
give rise to a level Gq(V).1, ~that is, greater than the
vacuum-state limit of either beam alone!, these large fluctua-
tions are correlated in a nonclassical manner and hence can
be eliminated by proper choice of the quadrature amplitudes
detected at (A ,B). As shown in Ref. @9#, there is a continu-
ous set of such amplitudes with minimum variance for their
difference requiring only that the quadrature-phase angles
(uA ,uB) satisfy uA1uB52pp (p5integer). Denoting one
such pair by (XA ,XB), we have that
^@XA~V!2XB~V!#@XA~V8!2XB~V8!#&
5V2~V!d~V1V8!, ~1!
where V2(V) is a variance that quantifies the degree of cor-
relation between (XA ,XB). Explicit expressions for both
V2(V) and Gq(V) are given in Ref. @9#. For propagation
and detection in the presence of loss, we introduce the quan-
tities (V2d ,Gqd) which refer to the variance and quantum04231noise gain for fictitious fields having propagated with total
loss (12j), where the spectral density of the photocurrent
fluctuations F2(V) is proportional to V2d (V). Hence, the
SNR Rd for detection of the message via i2 is given by Rd
52he2/V2
d (V), where h accounts for the propagation and
detection efficiency for the message from the mirror M to the
photocurrent iA ,B . Without discussing the general case, here
we note simply that for efficient propagation and detection
with (12j)!1 and for near threshold operation with ~analy-
sis frequency V)!~cavity linewidth G), then Gqd(V)→1
1 12 (G/V)2j , while V2d (V)→2(12j)!1, so that Rd(V)
→he2/(12j). Hence in the ideal case with h→1 and j
→(12utu2), with t as the amplitude transmission coefficient
of mirror M, we find that the reconstructed message is recov-
ered with the same SNR with which it was originally en-
coded ~namely Rd→e2/t2), while the fluctuations in the in-
dividual channels become arbitrarily large (RA ,B;V2e2/G2
→0 for V/G→0).
As for the performance as an optical tap, note that the
transfer coefficient associated with the detected message at
the receiver and with the reflected output field is given by
Td5(Rd1Rr)/R0, where Rd is related to Rt by way of the
propagation and detection efficiency h from M to the photo-
currents at the receivers. In the present case, we have that
Td5
uru2
U2
r ~V!
1
2hutu2
V2
d ~V!
, ~2!
with uru2 as the reflectivity of mirror M (uru21utu251! and
U2
r (V) as the variance of the reflected field. Hence in the
ideal case with j→(12utu2), with V2d (V)→2(12j) and
with U2
r (h)5uru2, we have that Rd→Rt and Td→2. Thus,
in addition to providing large quantum fluctuations for se-
cure transmission, the system also acts as a quantum optical
tap with a nearly ideal transfer coefficient T.
In fact the system can be considered as a realization of the
scheme for quantum tapping that was originally suggested by
Shapiro @44#. To see this more clearly, recall that the projec-
tion of signal and idler fields along the 45° polarization di-
rection of the message beam results in a squeezed field @41#.
Hence, from the perspective of Ref. @44#, we are ‘‘tapping’’
the original message field by injecting squeezed light into the
normally open ~or vacuum! port of mirror M. The use of the
output of a nondegenerate parametric amplifier allows us
subsequently to decompose this squeezed plus coherent field
into individually noisy signal and idler fields at polarizer P
for transmission.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
The general scheme for our experimental implementation
of these ideas is shown in Fig. 1, where frequency degenerate
but orthogonally polarized signal and idler beams are gener-
ated by Type II down conversion in a subthreshold optical
parametric oscillator formed by a folded cavity containing an
a-cut crystal of potassium titanyl phosphate ~KTP! that pro-
vides noncritical phase matching at 1.08 mm. The crystal is
10 mm long, is antireflection coated for both 1.08 and1-3
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ciency of 631024/W ~single pass! for this geometry. The
total intracavity passive losses at 1.08 mm are 0.3% and the
transmission coefficient of mirror M1 is 3%. The amplifier is
pumped by green light at 0.54 mm generated by external
frequency doubling of a frequency-stabilized, TEM00-mode
Nd:YAP laser @46#. The subthreshold oscillator acts as a
narrow-band amplifier ~NOPA! which is locked to the origi-
nal laser frequency with a weak counter-propagating beam.
Simultaneous resonance for the orthogonally polarized signal
and idler fields is achieved by adjusting the temperature of
the KTP crystal around 60 °C with milliKelvin precision.
The pump field at 0.54 mm is itself resonant in a separate
and independently locked build-up cavity ~enhancement
;53).
As we have demonstrated in our previous experiments
@9#, the orthogonally polarized signal and idler fields gener-
ated by the NOPA, individually are fields of zero mean val-
ues and exhibit large phase insensitive fluctuations. It is in
FIG. 2. ~a! Signal recovery with correlated quantum states in
channels (A ,B). Trace i gives the spectral density CA(V) of pho-
tocurrent fluctuations for channel A alone as a function of time.
Trace ii is the spectral density F2(V) for the combined photocur-
rent i25iA2iB from both channels; here the message ~coherent
beam chopped on and off! clearly emerges. ~b! Signal recovery with
uncorrelated vacuum fluctuations. Again, trace i gives CA(V)
~channel A only! while trace ii gives F2(V) ~combined photocur-
rent i2). In ~a! and ~b! the vacuum-state level C0A for channel A
~signal beam only! and F02 for the combined photocurrent i2 ~dual
beam! are shown as dashed lines. Note that C0A lies 15 dB above
the electronic noise floor. Spectrum analyzer acquisition parameters
are as follows: resolution bandwidth5100 kHz, video bandwidth
5100 Hz, analysis frequency V0/2p51.1 MHz, and sweep time
5300 ms.04231the midst of this noise that we now hide a message, with this
coherent field being combined with the signal and idler fields
at the highly reflecting mirror M shown in Fig. 1 @(12t2)
.0.99# . The coherent beam is injected at 45° with respect to
signal and idler polarizations and is frequency shifted by
V0/2p51.1 MHz ~single-side band! from the primary laser
frequency with the help of a pair of acousto-optic modula-
tors, which are gated ‘‘on’’ and ‘‘off’’ to provide informa-
tion encoded for transmission. The noisy but correlated sig-
nal and idler beams together with the coherent information
are then separated by a polarizer P, transmitted indepen-
dently over the two channels (A ,B), and then directed to two
separate balanced homodyne detectors for measurements of
their individual quadrature-phase amplitudes and their mu-
tual correlations. The local oscillators for the two balanced
homodyne detectors originate from the laser at 1.08 mm;
their phases can be independently controlled by mirrors
mounted on piezoelectric transducers. The spectral densities
of the photocurrents for the two channels (A5signal, B
5idler) are defined by
CA ,B~V!5E ^iA ,B~ t !iA ,B~ t1t!&eiVt dt ~3!
and are recorded by a rf spectral analyzer, as is the spectral
density
F2~V!5E ^i2~ t !i2~ t1t!&eiVt dt ~4!
for the difference photocurrent i2[iA2iB .
In Figs. 2 and 3 we present results from a series of mea-
surements of these various spectral densities. First of all, in
Fig. 2~a!, trace i gives the spectral density CA for channel A
alone with an injected message and with the amplifier turned
on to generate large (;7 dB) phase insensitive noise above
the vacuum-state level C0A ~indicated by a dashed line in
Fig. 2! for the signal beam. A similar trace is obtained for the
spectral density CB . By contrast, trace ii in Fig. 2~a! gives
the spectral density F2 for the difference photocurrent i2 ,
with the phases of the local oscillators adjusted for minimum
FIG. 3. Spectral density of the photocurrent fluctuations F2(V)
for i25iA2iB for the case when the on-off modulation of the mes-
sage is encoded with small SNR. Trace i—Uncorrelated vacuum
fluctuations. Trace ii—Correlated quantum fluctuations in channels
(A ,B). The vacuum-state limits C0A and F02 are indicated. Ac-
quisition parameters are as in Fig. 2.1-4
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ent message that was completely obscured in trace i emerges
with high signal-to-noise ratio. Note that in trace ii the cor-
related quantum fluctuations for signal and idler fields are
subtracted to approximately 0.4 dB below the vacuum-noise
level C0A of the signal beam alone ~and likewise for the
idler!, indicating an improvement in SNR over a conven-
tional single-channel communication scheme with a classical
light source.
To complete the discussion, we present in Fig. 2~b! results
obtained with the amplifier turned off ~that is, uncorrelated
vacuum-state inputs for signal and idler fields, that are com-
bined with the coherent message information at mirror M ).
Trace i shows the result for the signal beam alone (CA),
where again the noise floor C0A is from the vacuum fluctua-
tions of the signal beam; a similar trace is obtained for the
idler beam (CB). Trace ii gives the corresponding result for
F2 for the combined signal and idler photocurrents when
the amplifier is off. Note that this trace represents the best
possible SNR with which the encoded information can be
recovered when correlated classical noise sources are em-
ployed since here the ~uncorrelated! vacuum fluctuations of
signal and idler beams set an ultimate noise floor 3 dB above
C0A ~that is, F0252C0A) @47#. On comparing traces ii in
Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, we see that the correlated quantum fluc-
tuations of signal and idler fields brought about by paramet-
ric amplification result in an improvement in SNR of 3.2 dB
relative to that possible with classical noise sources.
The improvement in SNR with correlated quantum fields
over classical fields in our two-channel communication
scheme can be of utility especially when the message is so
weak that the SNR is poor for transmission with correlated
classical sources ~that is, for the case where vacuum noise
dominates the encoded message!. This situation is illustrated
in Fig. 3, where we plot F2 for the two cases without @~trace
i! and with ~trace ii!# correlated quantum fields @47#. Relative
to Fig. 2, here the coherent beam has been attenuated result-
ing in a smaller SNR for the message. Indeed in trace i, this
information is ‘‘buried’’ by the vacuum noise F02 associ-
ated with independent vacuum fluctuations in channels A and
B; recovery of the encoded information is poor. On the other
hand, as shown in trace ii, when correlated quantum fields
are employed, there is a reduction in the noise floor by more
than 3 dB, which makes possible improved recovery of the
encoded information, with the recovery here limited by
losses in propagation and detection @9#.
As for the actual performance with respect to optical tap-
ping, our system falls far short of the projected possibilities
discussed in the preceding section because of an unfortunate
mismatch between the transmissivity utu2 for mirror M and
the overall system efficiency j . In quantitative terms, recall
that the transfer coefficient T for encoding information from
the input beam to the reflected and transmitted beams at M is
given by T[(Rr1Rt)/R0 whereas the transfer coefficient
for the detected message photocurrent and the reflected sig-
nal field is Td[(Rr1Rd)/R0 as given explicitly in Eq. ~2!.
For the propagation and detection efficiencies in our experi-
ment (j.0.65 and h.0.75), these transfer coefficients are
optimized for mirror transmission utu2;0.5 for M. In our04231arrangement we have instead utu250.01, with the inferred
result that Td.1.02, which is only marginally in the quan-
tum domain.
In the experiment described here, the receiver uses a local
oscillator ~LO! that originates from the fundamental fre-
quency of the same laser that generated the pump beam for
the NOPA. This LO is necessary for proper detection of the
quadrature amplitudes of the nonclassical beams and of the
message, since it provides a phase reference that follows
phase fluctuations of the NOPA’s pump beam. In practice, as
the stability of the available lasers improve, one should con-
sider schemes for which the measurement is carried out with
nominally independent lasers for the LO and for the source.
For example, one might employ a stabilized laser diode as a
reference to phase-lock lasers both at the sender and at the
receiver, where the laser diode could be widely distributed
through optical fibers. Alternatively, Ralph has analyzed a
scheme in which the local oscillators are transmitted and
recovered as part of the overall protocol @35#.
IV. COMPARISON WITH OTHER DUAL-BEAM SCHEMES
It is perhaps obvious that the degree of immunity to in-
terception for a two channel scheme such as we have dis-
cussed, is related to the degree of excess fluctuations for each
individual beam. For the demonstration in Ref. @48#, the ex-
cess noise that is used to ‘‘hide’’ the encoded information in
each beam comes from some artificial unrelated source. Un-
fortunately such uncorrelated excess fluctuations also add
noise to the coincidence signal in the recovery of the mes-
sage, even though the added noise scales differently as a
function of photon number for single-beam measurements
~linearly! and for dual-beam measurements ~quadratically!.
Hence larger background noise, which better ‘‘hides’’ the
encoded information also brings larger added noise in the
extraction of the message. Because of the quadratic depen-
dence on the total photon number for the extra noise added in
coincidence detection, this scheme is best suited to low-light
level transmission, as demonstrated in the pioneering experi-
ment by Hong et al. @48#.
The situation is quite different for the quadrature-phase
amplitudes of the correlated signal and idler fields generated
by the NOPA. As the NOPA is pumped harder and the
threshold for parametric oscillation is approached, the gain
of the amplifier increases, as do the excess fluctuations of the
signal and idler fields. However, the correlation between the
fluctuations of the signal and idler beams also improves, giv-
ing rise to even better SNR for the recovered signal. The key
point is that the large fluctuations in the signal and idler
beams needed for immunity to interception are intrinsic and
do not add extra noise to the recovered signal but, on the
contrary, serve to reduce the noise in i2 as the gain of the
amplifier increases. In the end, the SNR for the recovered
message is arbitrated by the imperfect correlation resulting
from finite gain and from passive losses in propagation and
detection. On the other hand, this dependence provides a
powerful means to detect eavesdropping because unautho-
rized extraction of signal or idler fields from channels A or B
results in a reduction of the detected correlation and hence an1-5
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that unauthorized extraction of information from both chan-
nels by way of a quantum optical tap @44# or a quantum
nondemolition measurement @11# can likewise be detected
because of the unavoidable increase of fluctuations for the
orthogonal quadrature-phase amplitudes (uA ,B1p/2) of the
two channels. Furthermore, these quantum eavesdropping
schemes can be defeated in large measure by random switch-
ing of the phases of the message, signal, and idler beams as
discussed below.
Our system also offers advantages with respect to the
~classical! digital Vernan cipher, where a message is decom-
posed in two correlated random signals and transmitted over
two one-way channels. Although this system seems to be
similar to ours in the sense that is also secure provided the
eavesdropper has access to one channel only, the situation is
different if the eavesdropper can split a small fraction of both
channels since in the classical case, this can be done without
the knowledge of the receiver. However, in our system the
eavesdropper cannot choose arbitrarily the reflectivity of any
‘‘beamsplitter’’ used for extraction from the two channels
since in the quantum case, the fraction of the beams ex-
tracted should be big enough so that the signal-to-noise ratio
for the intercepted message is greater than one. But if this is
the case, then unavoidable extra ‘‘noise’’ added to the trans-
mitted beams by the open port of the ‘‘beamsplitter’’ de-
grades the signal-to-noise ratio of the message at the legiti-
mate receiver, thus revealing the unauthorized intervention
during transmission.
One might attempt to circumvent this difficulty by em-
ploying a quantum extraction procedure, such as quantum
nondemolition detection @11# of the quadrature amplitudes in
channels (A ,B). Although the signal-to-noise ratio Rd at the
receiver would not in this case be degraded by an ideal
eavesdropper, the unauthorized intervention could nonethe-
less be discovered because of the injection of large fluctua-
tions ~‘‘backaction’’ noise! in the quadrature orthogonal to
that in which signal information is stored, as previously
noted.
V. EXTENSIONS VIA RANDOM-PHASE SWITCHING
One way an eavesdropper Eve could access the signal and
idler beams without the knowledge of the legitimate receiver
is if she can intercept both channels completely, detect in the
same manner as does the legitimate receiver ~i.e., Eve should
also have access to a local oscillator phase stable with re-
spect to that of sender and receiver! and retransmit the beams
in the same way as the legitimate sender. Because of this
possibility, our protocol as described is certainly not secure,
in contrast to the protocols for discrete variables @37–39#.
However, we suggest that simple extensions of our protocol
might lead to significant enhancements in security.
If the goal were to achieve quantum key distribution, one
idea is to make straightforward adaptations of the protocols
introduced by Bennett and colleagues for the discrete case, as
in Refs. @34–36#. Here, we propose that the sending station
~Alice! and receiving station (Bob! make random choices for
the set of phases of the coherent message beam, as well as04231for the signal and idler beams. Recall that the variance
V2(V) of Eq. ~1! is the minimum possible and applies only
for the choice of quadrature-phase angles (uA ,uB) for the
signal and idler beams that satisfy uA1uB52pp (p
5integer). For definiteness, assume the following two
choices.
~1! (uA0 ,uB0 ), with uA0 1uB0 50 and corresponding quadra-
ture amplitudes (XA ,XB).
~2! (uAp/25uA0 1p/2,uBp/25uB0 1p/2) and corresponding
quadrature amplitudes (Y A ,Y B).
In the first case, the minimum variance V2(V) results for
the combination (XA2XB), while in the second case, the
combination (Y A1Y B) has minimum variance. This is be-
cause Y B→2Y B is equivalent to the shift uBp/2→uBp/21p , so
that uA
p/21uB
p/21p52p .
With these definitions, Alice at the sending station ~ran-
domly! makes one of two choices.
~1! Phase 0: Set the quadrature-phase angles (uA ,uB) to
(uA0 ,uB0 ) and the phases bA ,B5bA ,B0 for the coherent mes-
sage beam ua&5uauexp@ib# corresponding to the X quadra-
tures of (A ,B).
~2! Phase p/2: Set (uA ,uB) to (uAp/2 ,uBp/2) and bA ,B
5bA ,B
p/2 5bA ,B
0 6p/2 corresponding to the Y quadratures.
The encoded message ~which could consist of uau
5@a0 ,a1# for a binary transmission! is sent to Bob’s receiv-
ing station precisely as in Fig. 1. Bob must then choose the
appropriate phases (fA ,fB) for his local oscillators
(LOA ,LOB) to detect quadrature amplitudes such that the
spectral density F2(V) for the difference photocurrent i2
[iA2iB is minimized and the signal maximized. In the case
Phase 0, denote the local oscillator settings as (fA0 ,fB0 ), in
correspondence to the detection of (XA ,XB) with minimum
variance V2(V). On the other hand, for the case Phase p/2,
the local oscillator phases (fA ,fB)→(fAp/2 ,fBp/2)5(fA0
1p/2,fB
0 13p/2), in correspondence to the detection of
(Y A ,2Y B) with minimum variance. In both cases, the en-
coded message would be recovered with maximum signal-
to-noise ratio. Note that precisely such a switching protocol
was implemented in our prior experiment of Ref. @9# with
results as stated for the variances.
Of course, Bob does not know in advance which choice
@0,p/2# Alice will have made for any given transmission.
Hence, he makes a random selection between the alternatives
(fA0 ,fB0 ) and (fAp/2 ,fBp/2), recovering the message in some
cases but not others. After a series of transmissions, Alice
and Bob communicate publicly about their choice of bases,
keeping measurement results only when their choices coin-
cide.
Now, if an eavesdropper Eve attempts to intervene ~either
by a strategy of partial tapping or by one of complete inter-
ception and rebroadcast!, she will necessarily increase the
noise level and error rate at Bob’s receiving station. The
random switching of the phases (uA ,uB) by Alice forces Eve
to make a guess as to the correct quadratures (dA ,dB) to be
detected. Having made a choice, information about the or-
thogonal quadrature is lost. Of course, rather than homodyne
detection, she could choose to employ heterodyne detection
to gain information about the full complex amplitude. How-1-6
QUANTUM COMMUNICATION WITH CORRELATED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 62 042311ever, relative to homodyne detection, heterodyne detection
brings a well-known penalty of a 3 dB reduction in signal-
to-noise ratio @49#.
While it is beyond the scope of the current paper to make
any claims about the quantitative limits to the information
that Eve might access or about the absolute ability of Alice
and Bob to detect her presence, we do suggest that these
would be interesting questions to investigate. There are cer-
tainly intervention strategies beyond those that we have men-
tioned that a cunning Eve would want to consider, such as an
adaptive strategy for adjusting the phases (dA ,dB) during the
duration of the transmission of any given message @50#.
Likewise, in any real-world setting, overcoming the deleteri-
ous effects of losses in propagation from Alice to Bob will be
an overriding consideration. The question of preserving the
entanglement of the initial EPR state in the face of such
losses is a fascinating one for continuous quantum variables.04231Although initial attempts have been made to develop error
correcting quantum codes for continuous variables @14–16#,
no adequate solution seems to yet have been found. Finally,
it would be of interest to analyze the case where only one of
the two correlated beams is sent to Bob, with Alice retaining
the other.
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